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(R1) 13:05 ASCOT, 5f
Dubai Duty Free Shergar Cup Dash (Handicap) (Class 2) (3YO plus)

No(Dr) | Silk | Form | Horse Details | Age/Wt | Jockey/Trainer | OR
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1(5) | 8-9 | 305-131 | DANZENO 35 CD b g Denounce - Danzanora | 8 - 12 | G Moorse M Appleby | 105

Jockey Colours: LIGHT BLUE, black yoke, black inverted triangle, hooped sleeves, BLACK cap

Timeform says: Has returned in good order, winning handicap at Nottingham (5f) and conditions event at Haydock (6f) in between an excellent third in Wokingham at Royal Ascot. Likely to go well again. (Forecast 4.50)

2(7) | 28-8 | 0-69345 | CASPIAN PRINCE (IRE) 20 D ch g Dylan Thomas - Crystal Gaze | 10 - 12t | Yuga Kawada M Appleby | 105

Jockey Colours: YELLOW, black yoke, black inverted triangle

Timeform says: Front-runner who is still capable of smart form. Only beaten ¾ length when fourth in York listed race last month and fair fifth in Curragh Group 2 since. Given a chance by handicapper. (Forecast 11.00)

3(12) | 31-9 | 553-222 | FINAL VENTURE 53 D BF b g Equiano - Sharpaw Venture | 7 - 10 | Jamie Kah P T Midgley | 103

Jockey Colours: CERISE, BLACK yoke, black inverted triangle, hooped sleeves, BLACK cap

Timeform says: Smart gelding who has looked as good as ever in filling runners-up all 3 starts this term. Form entitles him to be in the mix but fact he hasn’t tasted success for 2 years is a concern. (Forecast 6.00)

4(11) | 12-8 | 283101 | CORINTHIA KNIGHT (IRE) 22 D ch g Society Rock - Victoria Lodge | 4 - 10 | A de Vries Archie Watson | 103

Jockey Colours: LIGHT BLUE, black yoke, black inverted triangle, boats on sleeves, WHITE cap

Timeform says: Nine wins from only 25 starts but first on turf when seeing off 4 rivals in Pontefract handicap (5f, soft) 22 days ago. This tougher but he does retain handicapping scope on AW form. (Forecast 6.50)

5(4) | 13-8 | 3-42010 | RECON MISSION (IRE) 21 D b c Kodiac - Eminie Ruby | 3 - 8 | T P O'Shea A W Carroll | 104

Jockey Colours: EMERALD GREEN, black yoke, black inverted triangle

Timeform says: Off the mark at fourth attempt for this yard when landing a valuable York handicap (6f, good to soft) in June. Weakened after forcing pace in Newbury Group 3 latest but this is more his scene. (Forecast 10.00)

6(3) | 13-8 | 603020 | ENCORE D'OR 15 D b g Oasis Dream - Entente Cordiale | 7 - 7 | D Tudhope R M H Cowell | 100

Jockey Colours: EMERALD GREEN, black yoke, black inverted triangle, hooped sleeves, BLACK cap

Timeform says: Largely struggled since getting the better of Ornate at Newcastle in January but the fact his yard has won this 3 times since 2010 makes him a dangerous one to discount. (Forecast 15.00)

7(2) | 12-8 | 013727 | FOOLAAD 43 D ch g Exceed and Excel - Zayn Zen | 8 - 6t | Nanako Fujita S R Bowring | 99

Jockey Colours: CERISE, BLACK yoke, black inverted triangle, stars on sleeves, WHITE cap

Timeform says: Eleven wins from 41 flat runs. Latest win at Doncaster in March. Excellent second of 21 on York in May and caught a bit away from main action when not at best latest. First run for 6 weeks. (Forecast 12.00)

8(8) | 6-17200 | 5000-94 | LANCELOT DU LAC (ITY) 170 D b g Shamardal - Dodie Mae | 9 - 6h | Hayley Turner D K Ivory | 99

Jockey Colours: CERISE, BLACK yoke, black inverted triangle

Timeform says: Former Stewards' Cup winner. Respectable fourth on AW when last seen in February. Lower mark on turf and claims if primed after 6 months off for stable which took this in 2017. (Forecast 15.00)

9(6) | 708068 | 6-17200 | STREET PARADE 12 D b g Swiss Spirit - Jollification | 3 - 4t | Vincent C Y Ho S C Williams | 100

Jockey Colours: LIGHT BLUE, black yoke, black inverted triangle

Timeform says: Improved to make winning reappearance at Windsor in May. Just as good when second at Newmarket the following month but last 2 runs below par. Bounce back needed. (Forecast 23.00)

10(1) | 334821 | 430751 | STONE OF DESTINY 11 C D ch g Kheleyf - Hakuraa | 4 - 3 | Reserve 1 J Gallagher | 96

Jockey Colours: white

Timeform says: Back to form with a bang when leading near the finish in 5f Glorious Goodwood handicap last week. Unexposed over 5f and respected up 2lb. RESERVE. (Forecast 49.00)

11(9) | 334821 | 430751 | GREEN POWER 11 C D ch g Kheleyf - Hakuraa | 9 - 3 | Reserve 2 D K Ivory | 95

Jockey Colours: white

Timeform says: Runner-up in July Cup in his pomp but veteran is still very useful and best effort since 2015 when scoring at Chelmsford in June. Best form on AW nowadays though and rare run on turf. RESERVE. (Forecast 500.00)

TIMEFORM VIEW: CASPIAN PRINCE was the ready winner of a valuable event at Musselburgh 14 months ago when last this low in the weights and might be worth chancing with his sights lowered having contested listed/Group races on his last 3 starts. Stabilemate Danzeno rates an obvious danger, while Stone of Destiny was better than the result at Goodwood last week and is starting to look well treated.

Timeform 1-2-3:
1: CASPIAN PRINCE (2)
2: DANZENO (1)
3: STONE OF DESTINY (10)